
 

 

Response from WCH Committee to WTC on the possible development of 

Woodbridge Community Hall 

 

 

 

Preliminary comments and concerns 

 

The Committee would welcome improvements to the outward appearance of the Hall;  

the opportunity to offer hirers a medium sized room, and to make the Hutchinson 

room accessible.  However, we are extremely concerned about the timing of any 

development, both in terms of a starting date and of the likely length of a complete 

closure of the Hall.  All our regular hirers have re-booked until the end of 2020, and 

several are awaiting confirmation of requests for 2021.   

 

As you are aware, the Hall is a well used facility, with occupancy in the main hall of 

up to 70% (62% in March).  Hirers will inevitably book elsewhere during any closure, 

with no guarantee that they will return. 

 

In view of the above, we would urge WTC to honour the 2020 bookings, carrying out 

only exterior work between now and December 2020, and to delay any development 

necessitating closure until after that time.  The Committee will expect at that stage to 

be able to give hirers a realistic estimate of the period over which their events will be 

suspended. 

 

There will be some continuing expenditure for the whole of any closure, for example 

staff costs, utilities, insurance, maintenance and licences, with no income to cover the 

outlay. 

 

The Feasibility Study 

 

1 In general, we favour Proposal B, resulting in a larger space by combining the 

stage and Hutchinson.  We have assumed from the drawing that the stage could still 

be used.  The enlarged entrance, shown in Option C2, would also be a useful 

improvement. 

 

2 The Committee was disappointed to see that none of the options proposes a 

new, pitched roof.  Over the last seven years, major works and routine repairs have 

cost approximately £10,000. Problems with leaks are likely to persist. 

 

3 We are not in favour of a wall across the entire width of the Hall.  Moving the 

door to the suggested position would mean lack of access straight onto the car park, 

which would reduce the speed of evacuation in case of fire. 

 

There is nowhere else for the re-location of the sinks which would be required. A 

higher wall to cover the bin is thought to be adequate.   

 

 

 



 

 

4 The Committee is not in favour of constructing a second floor to the Hall.  

 

(i)  It is difficult to see how a café could have the separate entrance which would 

be essential for its operation.  Office space and conference facilities are readily 

available elsewhere in the vicinity, so we do not consider these a useful addition to the 

building, as they may be difficult to hire out. 

 

 (ii)  We emphatically do not wish to see a balcony built over which sessions could 

be viewed.  This is very unlikely to be welcomed by our hirers, whose events include 

Bridge clubs, Tai Chi sessions and various other exercises classes.  In any case, hirers 

assume that the space they pay for is exclusive to their group, so permission would 

have to be sought on each occasion for spectators to be present.  All events are paid 

for by those who attend them.  It is therefore not appropriate to allow observers who 

may be able to enjoy the same entertainment without payment.   

 

Additional comments 

 

As mentioned in our previous notes, we would welcome improvements to the outward 

appearance of the Hall, for example:- 

 

- rendering of the walls 

- larger, brighter, more prominent lettering, on a higher level that at present 

 

It was thought that painting of the brickwork inside the main hall is unnecessary.  Re-

decoration would be expensive, and difficult to organise, given the area involved and 

the fact that it is in use almost all mornings and evenings. 

 

We are in the process of consulting all our hirers, and I will forward the results as 

soon as they are available. 
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